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Al Tulini Promoted to Director of Quality   
For CDM Electronics  

 
Turnersville, NJ, May 27, 2020… CDM Electronics has announced the promotion of Al Tulini to Director of Quality, 

overseeing all CDM’s ISO-based quality initiatives companywide.  Al will oversee quality inspection, manage 

customer first article test requirements, establish quality standards and coordinate all quality related functions at 

the Salisbury, MD, Turnersville, NJ and Richardson, TX facilities.  Al brings over 30 years of experience in electro-

mechanical interconnect device manufacturing and quality management to his new role, where he has specialized 

in mil-spec and tactical communication support equipment.  Al joined CDM’s team in 2010 in the position of 

Quality Engineer, and was most recently Quality Manager at CDM’s 25,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in 

Salisbury, MD. Al has a hands-on knowledge of CDM’s companywide production protocols, process instruction 

development and implementation, and ISO procedure execution which gives him a unique perspective for his new 

position. Al is a resident of Delaware, and when not working he can be found hunting, fishing or playing golf. Al 

gives back to the community by holding the office of State Sponsor Chairman for Ducks Unlimited, which supports 

fundraising efforts for wetlands conservation.   

 
About CDM 
For over 25 years, CDM Electronics has delivered interconnect products and engineered cable assembly solutions 
to the world's leading aerospace, military, telecom, automotive, industrial, commercial, and alternative energy 
providers.  Renowned for its unsurpassed levels of customer service and support, the company supplies Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) with full lines of standard and specialty connectors including circular, Mil-Spec, 
DIN, power, PROFIBUS, rectangular, and RF interfaces. CDM employs documented and controlled systems in its 
value-added division, which specializes in mission critical cable assembly, including RF cable assembly, military 
cable assembly, power cable assembly, and box builds.  The company's ISO, AS9100 and Nadcap Certified 
headquarters is in Turnersville, NJ. CDM maintains a manufacturing facility in Salisbury, MD, and a regional office 
and distribution facility in Richardson, TX. 
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